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INTRODUCTION



Considering the competitive approach, a strategic alliance is an external form of growth concerning any explicit agreement of co-operation, in the more or less long term, between two or several companies (including large companies). The latter are independent, competitors or potential competitors, and decide to benefit mutually from a joint project (partly or completely technological in our case) or create value. As noted by many authors, previous alliance research has a strong bias in favour of the large firm, thereby ignoring the specific characteristics of small firms. While there has been a substantial amount of research on technological alliances, little is known about the effects of strategic resource transfers among partners on the value generated. The previous literature has highlighted the role that functional, positional or cultural capabilities may play in the management of alliances. Models of business performance have recently documented the role of such variables too. Drawing on the variety of literature, a structural model is proposed to examine the synergistic effects of such factors on achieving higher levels of profit. In the field of strategic alliances, we more particularly study the companies, which choose technological alliances with competitors because of the cost generated by internal growth and market uncertainties. In that case, papers used to say that partnerships between competitors generate no efficiency for small-sized firms’ entrepreneurship, and no more value for these firms. On the contrary, we have observed that these alliances generate value based on specific resource exploitation associated with reduced risks, savings on transaction costs and common knowledge. In fact, papers stick to supporting relational strategies between partners and consider that alliances are doomed to the failure. These papers present limits because they do not consider the favourable effects of the partners chains value fertilisation. The common point of all these alliances is the renouncement of the direct competition, while preserving the partners’ autonomy. We can consider these actors are economically dependent in resource and competing constraints terms. Indeed, the firms contract strategic alliances because they entirely do not control the specific resource necessary to their activity. So firms can improve if the environment constraints are more or better controlled (Pfeffer and Salancik, 1978). Many agreements are concluded between competitors on only complementary bases. Alliance approaches the idea of symbiosis then. Let us specify that the complementarity must then be effective. Many cases are detectable by using the chain of value model (Porter, 1986): competitors cooperate in connection with activities corresponding to different phases from a similar production process.Through these practices of management we seek core competencies of the entrepreneurship, which allow optimising these technological alliances through creating value by an efficient exploitation of specific resource. This study explores indirect and direct effects of functional, positional and cultural resource on alliances profitability; regarding for instance know-how of employees, product quality, and ability to innovate. These questions were addressed using qualitative analysis of in-depth semi-structured interviews with 60 high tech senior managers responsible for partnership to identify and analyse the main factors that affected value creation. The study includes questions regarding the partnership projects that have been pursued within the 60 firms in the past three years. Strategic resource are divided into 21 independent variables whereas the
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value leverage through strategic resource is derived from four categories (technological efficiency, commercial profitability, financial profits and competitive position) associated with eight items. A comparison of their answers on the three success-related capabilities categories is conducted using a chisquare non-parametric test of significance. This paper examines the underlying rationale behind successful strategic alliances. The paper is organized as follows: the first section discusses and reviews the research on resource and capabilities by looking at past studies. Following the review of previous studies, relationships between intangible resource and organizations performance is proposed. In the next part, results reveal the importance of consequence of past actions which have produced reputation with customers, flexibility of the value chain, technological knowhow, ability to learn and ability to cope with change on the success of development of new technology and new products, sales, net profit and sustained market share.



I. HYPOTHESIS CORPUS ABOUT STRATEGIC RESOURCE AND VALUE OF ALLIANCES The tenants of the resource-based view expose that there are significant differences in profitability even within strategic groups : (i) a monopoly rent is created when supply is artificially constrained, (ii) a scarcity rent is created when there is a limited or fixed supply of a resource operating at infra-marginal efficiency, (iii) a Pareto rent is the extra value added when two assets are operated together rather than apart, (iv) a Schumpeterian rent occurs when competitors take time to imitate an innovation. To achieve a competitive advantage- to outperform its industry norm - a business must not only create positive value, it must create more value than its competitors. a firm creates more value than competitors only by performing some or all of these activities better than they do. This requires that the firm possess resource and capabilities that its competitors do not have. Resource are firm-specific assets, such as patents and trademarks, brand-name reputation, installed base, organizational culture, and workers with firm-specific expertise or know-how. Resource differ from non-specific assets in that they cannot be easily duplicated or acquired by other firms in well-functioning markets. Capabilities have several key common characteristics. They are typically valuable across multiple products or markets, embedded in organizational routines, tacit; that is, they are difficult to reduce to simple algorithms or procedure guides. Resource and capabilities should be distinguished from key success factors skill and assets a firm must possess to achieve profitability in a particular market. Possessing an industry's key success factors is a necessary condition for achieving competitive advantage, but it is not a sufficient.



•



Imitation barriers among firms and the creation of value



SWOT analysis involves sizing-up a firm's internal strengths and weaknesses and its external opportunities and threats. The key success factors in an industry are those assets that allow a firm to outperform its rivals for a sustained period of time. The key concept is that a firm should adopt a competitive posture based upon how well its internal strengths and weaknesses match up with its external threats and opportunities [Amit &
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Schoemaker, 1993]. A basic assumption of the resource view work is that the resource bundles and capabilities underlying production are heterogeneous across firms. Heterogeneity in an industry may reflect the presence of superior productive factors, which are limited in supply. Prior to any firm's establishing a superior resource position, there must be limited competition for that position. Without imperfections in strategic factor markets, where the resource necessary to implement strategies are acquired, firms can only hope to earn normal returns. Sustained competitive advantage requires that the condition of heterogeneity be preserved. Subsequent to a firm's gaining a superior position and earning rents, there must be forces which limit competition for those rents. Resource are perfectly immobile if they cannot be traded. Imperfect mobility results when resource are tradeable but more valuable within the firm that currently employs them than they would be in other employ. Systematic differences exist between firms as a results of strategic choices and that resource endowments. The presence of asymmetric resource is expected to affect firm competitiveness through the process of uncertain imitability and the existence of imitation barriers [Lippman & Rumelt, 1982, p. 418]. Performance variations among firms may be consistent with free entry and extreme rivalry. If the original uncertainty stems from a basic ambiguity concerning the nature of the causal connections between actions and results, the factors responsible for performance will resist. The height of imitation barriers protecting a particular firm determines its potential profitability. Firms competing in the same market need not to choose identical corporate resource and capabilities for at least two reasons. They may possess heterogeneous and durable firms specific assets that create a variance among them in the rates of return expected from any given incremental commitment of resource in this market [Dierickx & Cool, 1989]. If corporate resource can differ persistently among direct market rivals, the presence of asymmetric resource is expected to affect firm competitiveness. Common observation suggests that firms in an industry differ from one another along a variety of resource and capabilities. Firms within an industry do not resemble one another closely and are likely to respond in different ways to environmental changes. If firms in an industry have systematic advantages over others this raises the important question of how these advantages form. Imitation barriers are created by firms having superior insights [Barney, 1986, p. 1234]:



“ (…) On the one hand, firms with more accurate expectations concerning the future value of a strategy can avoid economic losses due to the optimistic expectations of other firms. On the other hand, these firms will also be able to anticipate and exploit any opportunities for above normal returns in strategic factors markets when they exist. (…) Despite the advantages of having a superior understanding of a strategy’s return potential when acquiring the resource necessary to implement that strategy, firms without this superior insight can still obtain above normal returns when acquiring resource to implement strategies. This can occur when several of these firms underestimate the return potential of a strategy. (…) Unexpected superior economic returns are just that, unexpected, a surprise, and a manifestation of a firm’s good luck, not of its ability to accurately anticipate the
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future value of a strategy. (…) The more accurate a firm’s expectations about a strategy’s return potential, the less of a role luck will play in generating above normal return ”.



The complexity of a firm's strategy affects both the ease with which the firm can replicate the strategy in a new setting and the ease with which rivals can imitate it. Simple strategies are as readily imitated as replicated, and highly intricate strategies resist imitation and replication equally. At moderate levels of complexity, however, a wedge develops between the ease of replication and the difficulty of imitation, so long as the rival has better information than the imitator about original success. Imitation barriers are actuated by firms discovering how to exploit differences in their strategic assets [Wernerfelt, 1984]. Strategic resource are associated with what is called resource position barriers. In the vein of “ The theory of the growth of the firm ” [Penrose, 1959], a firm's resource at a given time could be defined as tangible and intangible assets which are tied semi-permanently to the firm [Wernerfelt,1984, p. 172]. Assets are perceived to be strategic if they are grounds for creating a firm’s competitive advantage. Resource that are sources of sustainable competitive advantage are called strategic assets. Such assets, that hold the potential for strategic competitive advantage, have four proprieties [Barney, 1991, p. 105-106] :



(i)



they are valuable in the sense that they neutralise threats in the firm’s environment or exploit opportunities,



(ii)



they are rare among the population of current and potential rivals of the firm,



(iii)



they are imperfectly imitable,



(iv)



there cannot be strategically equivalent substitutes for those resource that are valuable but neither rare or imperfectly imitable.



The resource-based view provides a firm-specific perspective wherein the specificity of tangible and intangible assets are considered as the source of competitive advantage. It is expected the differences between resource of firms in the industry to be associated with higher profits. Resource are asymmetrically distributed across firms in an industry and resource are relatively immobile. The more unobservable the resource sustaining competitive advantage, the more insurmountable the barriers to imitation and the more durable the competitive advantage. Explaining performance variations among organizations by reference to different amounts and qualities of resource has been a major focus of recent theorising in management science. The resource-based view has become an important stream of literature in strategic management. As rivalry increases, firms must upgrade their capabilities and improve competitiveness. In most sectors from services activities such as banking [Mehra, 1996] and audit [Maijoor & Van Witteloostuijn, 1996] industries, or the more traditional industries such as oil and gas [Sharma & Vredenburg, 1998] to the high technology industries such as biotechnology [Deeds & Coombs, 1996] or telecommunications [Majumdar, 1998], valuable critical capabilities based on
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management quality and technological expertise provide opportunities for competitive differentiation and high-value-added functions. Resource are the main drivers of firm performance.



•



Taxonomies of resource



Hofer & Schendel [1978, pp. 145-148] have proposed six major categories of resource : financial, physical, human, organizational or technological resource and reputation. Resource may be categorised as physical capital, human capital and organizational capital [Barney, 1991, p. 101]. Physical capital resource include the physical technology used, plant and equipment, geographic location and access to raw materials. Human capital resource include the training, experience, judgement, intelligence, relationships and insight of individual managers and workers. Organizational capital resource include formal reporting structure, formal and informal planning, controlling and coordinating systems and informal relations among groups within a firm and between a firm and those in its setting. Intangible resource may be categorised as assets or competencies [Hall, 1993]. Intangible resource that are assets cover trademarks, patents, copyrights, registered design, as well as contracts, trade secrets, data bases, reputation and networks. Intangible resource which are competencies embrace employee know-how, as well as suppliers, advisers and distributors, and the collective attributes which add up to organizational culture. In order to benefit sustainable competitive advantage, no only do the product attributes need to correspond to the key buying criteria for the majority of the customers in the targeted markets, to be sustainable they need to be a result of a capability differential. Intangible resource may be described as the feedstock of capability differentials and the sources of competitive advantage may be identified as being four types of capabilities differentials [Hall, 1993, p. 610] :



(i)



functional capability differentials,



(ii)



cultural capability differentials,



(iii)



positional capability differentials,



(iv)



regulatory differentials.



Functional and cultural capability differentials are based on competencies. (i) Functional capability differentials include knowledge, skills and experience of employees, suppliers, distributors and others members of the value chain. (ii) Cultural capability differentials incorporate habits, beliefs and value of its consistent members such as a perception of high quality standard or ability to learn. Positional and regulatory capability differentials result from intangible assets. (iii) Positional capability differentials come from past actions which have produced reputation with customers. (iv) Regulatory capability differentials incorporate intellectual property rights, contracts, trade secrets and are the consequence of intangible assets that are often defendable by law.
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Capturing value from capability differentials within technological alliances



Why do firms enter strategic alliances? Many managers have realised that significant performance improvements cannot be achieved alone. Productive and profitable alliances can be built to create trusting, committed, and reciprocal relationships. As such, strategic alliances are a efficient alternative that enable partnering firms to combine their individual strengths while compensating for their internal resource scarcities without making the investment required for actual ownership. While interest in alliances is growing, firms are often unsure how to build and maintain successful alliances. Researchers have suggested that many firms seek economies of scale through strategic alliances. Technically, scale economies mean that average cost declines with quantity, which is equivalent to the condition that marginal cost is below average cost. Researchers suggest that firms enter alliances to reduce risk. It is important to distinguish "risk" from "uncertainty." Risk arises from an inability to predict the exact outcome but an ability to identify what the universe of possible outcomes is and to assign probabilities to these outcomes. Uncertainty arises from an inability to predict what the outcome is likely to be. For example, in interacting with another firm, a firm may be unable to predict how that firm will react to its moves. This inability to predict outcomes is "strategic uncertainty," not "strategic risk. Gains from economies of scale suggest that alliances help lower costs for the partners. Strategic behaviour addresses how competitive positioning influences the asset value of the firm deter entry, erode competitors position, pre-emptive patenting. Partnerships with rivals may be helpful in generating value for a firm. Strategic alliances allow for the creation and exploitation of synergies and technology transfer (or the transfer of other skills) and allow firms to diversify -- either by providing toehold entry into new markets, products, or skills, rationalisation (or divestiture) or investment, or leverage related owners' skills for new uses. In this way, alliances allow firms to overcome barriers to entry. Strategic alliances are advantageous for firms when they join complementary assets and create value for each partner (cost subaddivity). In these cases, each parent contributes one or more different elements in production and distribution chains. The inputs in this case are complementary, not similar. The many advantages for firms in this kind of integration include: access to materials, technology, labour and capital, access to regulatory permits and distribution channels, brand recognition and links with major buyers. Assets may include information and technology, entry over foreign host government barriers, and different kinds of more embedded, organizational knowledge. Strategic alliances are also advantageous in terms of firms bringing together complementary skills and talents, particularly when certain knowledge is embedded: experiential knowledge, skills or what researchers call "routines." Firms that seek new skills cannot easily disentangle these skills from the organizations they are embedded in. Access to knowledge is therefore a potential motivation underlying strategic alliances formation.
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The resource-based view of the firm offers a useful tool for refining the analysis of strategic alliances for at least two reasons. First, the resource-based view has a strong focus on the economic value added as the key outcome variable. And second, adopting the resource-based view explicitly recognizes the importance of intangible resource. Alliances have been described as means to acquire technology-based resource from partners. Motives for the formation of alliances include the need to spread costs and risks of innovation in terms of capital requirements for development projects. The resource- based view of the firm combines the internal analysis of phenomena within companies with the external analysis of the industry and the competitive environment. The RBV sees companies as very different collections of physical and intangible assets and capabilities. These assets and capabilities determine how efficiently and effectively a company performs its functional activities. The resource-based view offers a significant opportunity, which spotlights rivalry−internal capabilities−alliances profitability relationships. The purpose of this study is to empirically validate a structural model including intangible resource defined on the basis of this approach. In this paper we explore firm’s choices in intangible resource within alliances. We look for evidence of generic capability differentials choices examining the characteristics of intangible resource and their economic value added consequences. This paper applies the resource-based view to the construction of a dynamic structural model for identifying sources of value in strategic alliances. Several factors determining different dimensions of the economic value added are grouped into functional, cultural and positional capability differentials categories according to their resource implications. The factors are expected to determine the amount of profitable alliances. In assessing the contribution with each capability makes to competitive advantage managers were assessing the importance of each capability in each category. It addresses the question of whether a firm should principally develop functional, cultural or positional capabilities or both.



Figure 1: A framework for identifying intangible resource effects on economic value added within technological alliances Functional capability differentials



Cultural capability differentials



Positional capability differentials



Economic value added
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II. METHODOLOGY, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION: STRATEGIC ALLIANCES FOR ECONOMIC VALUE ADDED



It should be noted that the object of this research is to model interactive processes binding technological alliances management to the actors’ representation systems as regards creation of value. These processes concern human and organisational behaviours. We propose a qualitative methodology which is pressed on tools for quantitative analysis. It is about an analysis of interviews contents combining an analysis set of themes and an analysis of concomitance’s sets of themes using the test of X2. 60 companies were selected. The studied companies belong to various industrial sectors of which the most represented are the sectors of materials and techniques (30%), of mechanics and robotics (22%), of electric and electronics (15%), of chemistry, parachimy and pharmacy (10%), of the services (10%), and the communications (5%). 73% of the sectors are specialised sectors supporting the sources of differentiation and the economies of scale. 17% only are regarded as " volume " sectors supporting only the economies of scale. 83% of these activities are international. The data processing concerns the analysis set of themes. We carry out an analysis of the leaders’ speeches co-occurences sets of themes, which supplement the simple " frequential " analysis. It is interested in the relations, which exist between various topics in a same corpus. One locates the topics, which appear often together or those, which practically never appear the ones with the others. We locate significant associations between the variables related to the detention of specific resource and the variables of value creation. By principle, the topics are distributed in a homogeneous way in the unit of the talks. This precondition makes it possible to compare the theoretical frequencies of appearance (or awaited frequencies) with the real frequencies of appearance (or frequencies observed). When a topic often appears with another topic (higher co-occurence randomly), we can accept the assumption that these topics are bound or associated in the actor’s representations system. Conversely, when they almost never appear together (lower cooccurence randomly), we accept the assumption that they are dissociated in the mind set of the person interviewed. The under-topics resulting from the coding and the categorisation of the data resulting from the interviews make it possible to explain these co-occurences. Contingency matrices represent the cooccurences obtained (observed) and the awaited co-occurences (theoretical). We then compare real contingencies with contingencies until we could wait if the chance played. This technique makes it possible to seek under which conditions an under-topic depends on another under-topic. The null assumption H0 (independence of the characters both observed) consists in detecting the significant differences, which exist between the frequencies of the co-occurences observed and their theoretical frequencies. With this intention we chose the X2 test. This non-parametric test is suitable when all the variables are qualitative. It makes it possible to solve the adequacy problem of a statistical distribution observed with a given theoretical distribution. The assumption H0 is rejected if the value of calculated X2 is higher than that of theoretical X2. In this case, there are contingency and not independence of the under-topics both observed. We thus obtain certain numbers of contingent relations between various variables of specific resource and the variables of value creation, which we can summarise by the following tables (cf. tables 1, 2, 3):
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Table 1: Strategic alliances creation of value based on functional capability differentials Partners’ motivations Functional capability Creation of value Objectives achieved differentials Organizational Structure Unitary Economic objectives Synergy and strategic objectives Commercial growth in common



Multi-divisional Matricidal Specific



-International turnover growth -Economic performance -Good competitive position International turnover growth Global turnover growth



-Operational and objectives achieved



strategic



Strategic objectives achieved



-National turnover growth -Leadership competitive position



Head Direction -Technological development One chair person in common -Strategy in common Commercial growth in common -Technological development Two chair persons in common -Strategy in common -Technological objectives -Synergy College -Strategy in common -Technological objectives -Synergy Organizational



Global turnover growth



Operational objectives achieved



-International turnover growth -Commercial performance



Operational objectives achieved



Tactic objectives achieved



-International turnover growth -Commercial performance -Good competitive position



Strategic objectives achieved



Table 2: Strategic alliances creation of value based on cultural capability differentials Partners’ motivations Objectives achieved Cultural capability Creation of value differentials -Technological development in common -Strategy in common -Economic objectives -Economic objectives -Technological development in common -Technological development in common -Strategy in common -Commercial growth in common -Commercial objectives



Organizational change



International turnover growth



Tactic objectives achieved



Strategic change



-Technological performance -Global turnover growth -Outsider competitive position -Global turnover growth -Outsider competitive position -Technological performance



-Operational objectives achieved -Tactic objectives achieved



-Commercial performance -Technological performance



Objectives non achieved



Technological change



No significant change
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Table 3: Strategic alliances creation of value based on positional capability differentials Partners’ motivations Positional capability Creation of value differentials Social form Independent company -Technological development in common -Economic objectives -Strategy in common



Parent company Filial



-Economic performance -Good competitive position -Leadership competitive position -Global turnover growth -Leadership competitive position -International turnover growth



Objectives achieved



Objectives non achieved -Operational objectives achieved



-Operational and objectives achieved



strategic



Strategic plan Economic objectives



Human resource function No plan



Strategy in common



No important plan



Strategic objectives



A perform plan



-Commercial objectives -Technological objectives



No plan



-Technological development in common -Synergy



No important plan



-Commercial performance Tactic objectives achieved -Global turnover growth -Global turnover growth Strategic objectives achieved -Leadership competitive position -Technological and commercial performance -Leadership competitive position -Global turnover growth -Technological and economic performance



Commercial function



A perform plan



-Leadership competitive position Strategic objectives achieved -Global turnover growth -Commercial performance -Leadership competitive position Operational objectives achieved -Global turnover growth -Commercial performance -National turnover growth -Strategic and economic performance



R&D function -Commercial growth in common -Commercial objectives -Technological objectives -Strategic objectives -Strategy in common -Economic objectives



No plan



-Good competitive position Tactic objectives achieved -Global turnover growth -Commercial and economic performance



No important plan



-Global turnover growth -Leadership competitive position -Global turnover growth -Strategic performance



-Tactic and strategic objectives achieved



-Leadership competitive position -Technological performance -Global turnover growth -Global turnover growth -Economic performance -Leadership competitive position -National turnover growth



Strategic objectives achieved



A perform plan Production function No plan Economic objectives



No important plan



Technological development in common



A perform plan



Tactic and strategic objectives achieved



We have exploited the database in order to observe the statistical link, which can exist between the capability differentials and the creation of value in strategic alliances. These results show clearly that alliances are perceived like creative strategies of value. The created value seems intrinsic with alliances, even if the specific resource that the companies use within the framework of these alliances play a fundamental role. Concerning Functional capability differentials, we observe that the complexification of the organisational structure generates more precise details in the strategic intentions of the partners. Synergies and the joint growth targets are dominant. Moreover, for the multi-divisional or matricidal structures, the motivations
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seem to play a significant role in the creation of economic or commercial value from alliance and to give interesting results in term of strategic objectives achieved. In addition, the style of direction also seems develop alliance as a chain of value. More the direction becomes from organizational style more it seems to consolidate the strategic objectives and to create technological and commercial value. Concerning Cultural capability differentials, we observe comparable results. The significant ruptures in term of organizational change, strategic change or technological change seem to structure the culture of the company. This has consequences on the management of the alliance, which seems more creative of value. The factors of performance are better perceived in these last cases. The companies put better in adequacy their strategic, technological, economic or commercial objectives and the results reached in term of creation of value. This adequacy is not found when the company did not know significant ruptures. Concerning Positional capability differentials, The alliance creation of value is perceived primarily through the performance and the leadership of the company. The size of the company can play a role in this process of value creation. The companies can indeed release from the specific resource of alliance directly related to their potential. We observe that the strategic plannification within the functions of human stock management and production accentuate the alliance creation of value. But, within the commercial and R&D functions the creation of value is manifest whatever the strategic degree of plannification is not important. To conclude, we have to note the importance of human competences as regards resource. More this function is the subject of a strategic planning more it seems creative of value. This observation is in favour of an conventionalist approach of alliances. It is thus advisable to multiply the meetings between managers from the different partners, to exchange human resource, in order to create zones of discussions and negotiations. Competencies necessary for this type of alliance thus seem to be competencies of integration, discussion and mutual comprehension. The objective is not to form an adequacy of the partners’ strategies or production process. The objective consists in discovering a mutual design, a common perception of work, and a harmonization in order to make a structure of governance emerge inside the alliance. In fact, when alliance implies a strong degree of uncertainty about the partner, it is advisable to make a common and legitimate knowledge emerge inside the alliance by creating a common and integrating structure. It was not exactly our research objectives, nevertheless a certain number of variables measured in the base indirectly let us consider the presence of such a common knowledge creating value: close connections between the partners, comprehension, effectiveness of the communication, importance of the values in the choice of the partner.
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Items I. 9.1



I. 9.2



I. 9.3



Items I. 12.1.2



Items I. 12.3.1



Partners’ motivations Capability differentials



Creation of value



Objectives achieved



M.38 & al.



Growth: I.6, I.7. Performance: V.24. Position: I.18.



M.42 & al.



Functional : I.9, I.11 Cultural : I.20 Positional : I.10, I.12



Items V 24.2 I 18.2 I. 18.3 I 6.1 I 7.5 M. 42.2 M. 42.3 V 6.1 I 7.2 I. 7.4 I 7.5 M. 38.8 V 18.1 I 6.4 I. 6.5 I 7.2 I 7.4 I. 7.5 M. 38.1 M. 38.5 M. 42.3



p 0,9513 0,2782 0,8857 0,9475 0,8163 0,6796 0,6796 0,8456 0,7896 0,6252 0,9654 0,7422 0,9744 0,8883 0,9848 0,7644 0,9499 0,8487 0,9619 0,6982 0,8940



Items I. 9.4



Items I 3.1 I 18.1 V 24.5 V 24.3 I. 6.3 I. 7.1 I. 7.2 I. 7.4 M. 38.3 M. 42.2



p 0,9112 0,9263 0,8033 0,5524 0,6546 0,7157 0,9918 0,8449 0,9609 0,9772



Items I. 12.1.3



Items V. 24.2 I 18.2 V 24.5 I. 6.3 I. 7.1 I. 7.3 M. 38.4 M. 38.5 M. 38.6 M. 38.7 M. 42.4 M. 42.5



p 0,8470 0,9948 0,8184 0,8343 0,7143 0,6246 0,7322 0,7322 0,7422 0,7422 0,7422 0,5440



Items I. 12.3.2



I. 10.1



I. 10.2



I. 10.3



Items V 18.1 I 6.1 I. 6.5 M. 38.2 V. 24.2 I. 18.2 M. 42.5 I. 18.1 I 6.2 I. 7.2 I 7.5 M. 38.2 M. 38.8 M. 42.2 I. 18.1 I 7.3 M. 38.5 M. 42.2 M. 42.3



p 0,8202 0,9844 0,8058 0,8202 0,9928 0,9102 0,6651 0,6366 0,5690 0,8561 0,6988 0,7128 0,5921 0,8796 0,8478 0,7806 0,5655 0,9960 0,9960



Items I. 11.1



Items V. 24.2 I. 18.1 V. 24.3 I. 18.2 I. 6.1 I. 6.5 I. 7.2 I. 7.4 M. 38.5



p 0,9513 0,9762 0,9188 0,8922 0,8986 0,7273 0,8885 0,7959 0,7960



Items I. 12.2.1



Items I. 18.1 I. 18.3 I 6.3 I 7.2 M. 38.3 M. 38.8 M. 42.2 M. 42.4 M. 42.5



p 0,9256 0,6394 0,9526 0,5383 0,6394 0,8242 0,8675 0,8242 0,6360



Items I. 12.3.3



I 11.2



I. 12.4.1



Items I 3.1 I 6.2 I. 7.1 I 7.3 M 38.2 M 38.4 M. 38.5 M 42.2 V 24.5 I. 18.3 I 7.1 I. 7.4 I 7.5 M. 38.2 M 38.3 M 38.7 M 42.2 M. 42.5



p 0,5717 0,9999 0,6485 0,8573 0,8596 0,7729 0,7729 0,5175 0,8215 0,6074 0,8841 0,5985 0,9033 0,5546 0,6635 0,8482 0,8336 0,7614



Items I. 11.3



Items I 18.1 V 24.5 I. 6.1 I 6.2 I. 7.1 I. 7.2 I. 7.3 M 38.5 M 38.6 M. 38.7 M. 42.3



p 0,9178 0,9339 0,8312 0,9395 0,9164 0,6753 0,8278 0,8478 0,6388 0,6388 0,9626



Items I. 12.2.2



Items V. 24.1 I 6.3 I. 7.1 I 6.2 I. 3.1 I. 18.1 V. 24.3 I. 6.4 I. 7.2 I. 7.5 M. 42.3 M 42.5



p 0,9161 0,8786 0,6799 0,9395 0,5851 0,8242 0,8250 0,9839 0,8637 0,9654 0,6261 0,9884



Items I. 12.4.2



I 11.4



I. 12.11



I. 12.2.3



Items I 3.1 V 24.3 M. 38.1 M. 38.3 M. 38.7 M. 42.4 V. 24.5 I 18.2 I 7.2 M. 38.1 M. 42.3 V. 24.5 I. 6.1 I 6.4 I 7.1 M. 38.8 M. 42.4



p 0,8716 0,8563 0,7467 0,9270 0,8928 0,9036 0,8527 0,9757 0,8087 0,9657 0,5251 0,6464 0,7259 0,9810 0,8841 0,9559 0,9559



Items I 18.1 V 24.5 I. 6.3 I. 7.4 M. 38.1 M. 38.2 M. 42.2 V. 24.2 V. 24.1 I. 6.2 I. 6.3



p 0,5763 0,9475 0,5616 0,7959 0,6767 0,5763 0,5715 0,8612 0,9910 0,7786 0,6546



Items V. 24.2 I. 6.1 I. 6.5 I. 7.1 I. 7.4 M. 38.8 M. 42.3 M. 42.4 M. 42.5



p 0,9552 0,7659 0,5786 0,6323 0,9887 0,6261 0,5805 0,6261 0,9244
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Items I. 12.4.3



I. 20.1



Items V. 24.2 I 18.1 I. 18.2 I. 3.1 I. 6.1 M. 38.2 I. 7.4 M. 38.2 M. 38.3 M. 38.8 M. 42.4



p 0,9073 0,8077 0,6635 0,7322 0,9794 0,8482 0,5128 0,5669 0,9343 0,5927 0,6097



Items I. 20.2



Items I. 3.1 V. 24.3 I 18.3 I 7.2 I. 7.4 M. 38.2 M. 38.8 M. 42.2 M. 42.4



p 0,6396 0,5081 0,8796 0,9317 0,9556 0,9857 0,6760 0,9548 0,6101



Items I. 20.3



Items V. 24.3 I 18.3 I. 6.2 I 6.4 I. 7.1 I 7.5 M. 38.2 M. 38.3 M. 38.4 M. 38.5 M. 38.6



p 0,8596 0,9895 0,9082 0,7418 0,7336 0,7202 0,8533 0,8731 0,7778 0,7728 0,7023



Items I. 20.4



Items V. 24.3 V. 24.5 M. 42.5



p 0,8832 0,8426 0,8642
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